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frank people britannica com - frank member of a germanic speaking people who invaded the western roman empire in the
5th century dominating present day northern france belgium and western germany the franks established the most powerful
christian kingdom of early medieval western europe the name france francia is derived from their name, the burgundian
code book of constitutions or law of - the burgundian code book of constitutions or law of gundobad additional
enactments the middle ages series katherine fischer drew edward peters on amazon com free shipping on qualifying offers
gives the reader a portrayal of the social institutions of a germanic people far richer and more exhaustive than any other
available source from the foreword, francia the franks france burgundy italy germany - successors of rome francia 447
present kings and emperors of the franks france burgundy italy and germany introduction after the collapse of the western
roman empire and the occupation of much of gaul by the franks roman power never returned far enough to come into
conflict with the frankish kingdom except to an extent in the south of italy, teutons my raex com - burgundians the
burgundians were a relatively minor tribe but they have had a significant impact on europe they have formed the name or
foundation of a rather bewildering variety of dark age and mediaeval nations and states culturally the late phase of their
rhineland kingdom provides the source for the germanic epic of the nibelungenlied the siegfried saga, italy carolingian and
post carolingian italy 774 962 - italy carolingian and post carolingian italy 774 962 the carolingian kingdom of italy
occupied the northern and central peninsula down to rome with the sole exception of the nominally byzantine duchy of
venice the former exarchate and all the lombard lands except benevento to be dealt with separately were part of it
charlemagne called himself king of the franks and the lombards, holy roman empire new world encyclopedia - the holy
roman empire was a mainly germanic conglomeration of lands in central europe during the middle ages and the early
modern period it was also known as the holy roman empire of the german nation from the late fifteenth century onwards it
originated with the partition of the frankish empire following the treaty of verdun in 843 and lasted until its dissolution in 1806
during the, france new world encyclopedia - christianity took root in france in the second century and became so firmly
established that france obtained the title eldest daughter of the church and the french would adopt this as justification for
calling themselves the most christian kingdom of france later france produced a series of philosophers noted for radical
skepticism and atheism
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